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Area Category Description Q/F Ref 

System Windows 
advanced 
lists 

Improved performance in list views 

When using advanced lists in Windows, the load 
time has been improved, particularly in parts look up. 

Quality 7946 

Workshop Windows 
Scheduler 

Improved performance when loading  

The time it takes to first load scheduler, when used 

in conjunction with Gold Service, is now up to 10 

time faster. 

Quality 7837 

Nominal MTD VAT Export pack had incorrect values to actual VAT 

return 

When running the export of extracted transactions to 

csv, the columns reflecting values in boxes 2,3 and 

4 for EU sales and purchases were incorrect.  In 

addition, the intra-community sales and purchases 

were also incorrect. 

Please note the actual submitted VAT 

submission values are correct, this issue is 

purely in the exported csv files  

Quality 7835 

Nominal MTD VAT Improvements to initial header information 

submitted 

We have improved our fraud prevention measures, 

to ensure your MTD VAT submissions are as secure 

as they can be, with the ever-evolving changes with 

internet security in line with HMRCs 

recommendations. 

Quality 7343 

Sales Cash 
allocations 

Gold update improvement 

An observation in the Gold update program, 

revealed an issue, that could cause cash posting not 

to appear in the cash book  

Quality 1450 
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Manufacturer Integrations 

 

Job Request Portal 

(7871) 

Engineer List by depot 

Engineers are now in alphabetical order by depot.  

The lookup shows the depot the engineer is set to 

and there is also an option to display all engineers.  

We have also removed any engineers with a 

populated leaving date, making the list smaller and 

therefore easier to locate the required engineer. 

JCB LiveLink (7753) 

Label filtering 

You can now filter by MHCs, Service and Fault job 

Requests. 

John Deere SvAP 

Label filtering 

You can now filter by Critical, DTC and High job 

requests.  

 


